Asian Americans suffer within-community discrimination related to COVID-19
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May is the Asian American and Pacific Islander Heritage Month. Asian Americans are suffering within-community discrimination as well as external stigma related to the COVID-19 pandemic. Studies have shown that even after recovery from COVID-19, individuals continue experiencing fatigue, cognitive issues, and other co-morbidities, as well as discrimination (Grover et al., 2021). In particular, the COVID-related discrimination experienced by people in Asian communities have been widely discussed (Oh, Zhou, & Banawa, 2021). Yet, within-community discrimination is under appreciated.

Within-community discrimination occurs when COVID-19 positive individuals are discriminated against by their friends and family members within their social networks. Issues regarding discrimination heavily impact Asian Americans, brought about early in the pandemic when Asian Americans were identified as SARS-CoV-2 carriers due to influences of external stigma (Viladrich, 2021). Thus, Asian Americans who have been diagnosed with COVID-19 struggle with decisions of whether or not to disclose their COVID diagnosis to their friends and families. As Asian Americans socialize more within their own communities (e.g., in local Chinatowns, Korean towns, little Tokyo) and local organizations (e.g., temples and churches), experiences of within-community discrimination rise, negatively affecting rates of COVID testing, diagnosis, and disclosures of infection. Due to concern of stigma from their social networks, Asian Americans might decide against COVID testing even though they are symptomatic in order to avoid disclosing their status. Grover et al.’s study done on a homogeneous ethnic community in India, showed 20% of the study participants reported stigma came for their family, and 50% of the external discrimination came from their neighbors and society (Grover et al., 2021). In China, hatred and violence has been widely reported on since the pandemic began (Yang, Sun, Li, & Lyu, 2022). Yet in the U.S., only limited articles have discussed the within-community discrimination among Asian Americans.

In the United States, 57% of Asian Americans were born in another country (Budiman & Ruiz, 2021). And within this group, 71% of them were adults when they migrated to the United States (Budiman & Ruiz, 2021). With the popularity of global social media (Facebook, Twitter) and instant text messaging Apps (WhatsApp, WeChat, Line), so many Asian Americans continue to have close ties with Asia and often follow, and are influenced by, the practices and policies of their country of origin instead of health guidelines from the U.S. The
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news Asian-Americans get from Asia include COVID-related border closings, quarantines, enforced testing and contact tracing, and facility closures. Currently, some Asian countries are still using contact-tracing to mitigate COVID-19 transmission (e.g., China) while countries are closing their borders (e.g., Japan, China and Taiwan) to control transmission. Almost all Asian countries require 7 to 28 days quarantine periods for visitors from other countries, regardless of a person’s vaccine status. For example, in Taiwan and China, those who test positive in the arrival airport may be directly sent to group quarantine facilties or hospitals with negative pressure rooms until their viral load decreases. Passengers who test negative in the arrival airport are required to stay in quarantine facilities or stay in a suite room alone at their own expense. In addition, all travelers are given polymerase chain reaction and antigen tests many times until the cycle threshold value passed to a certain value. Those who arrive from overseas and test negative are quarantined in designated “quarantine hotels”, or empty houses (Taiwan) where only foreign travelers can stay to avoid potential variants of the virus transmit to local communities. In Taiwan, every afternoon, the officers at the local Centers for Disease Control (CDC) announces how many cases were detected - the daily report not only stresses people due to the “overblown” mindset surrounding COVID but also because it reinforces that COVID-19 is scary and lethal. The general public in China and Taiwan especially feel that those with COVID-19 should be quarantined in a remote place that is separate from the general population or should be “locked up” in hospitals for medical attention (Taiwan Centers for Disease Control, 2022). China and Hong Kong have even stricter regulations surrounding COVID-19 surveillance and testing (Embassy of the People’s Republic of China, 2022).

As a result of the Asian mass media continuing to present COVID as a dreadful condition, Asian Americans have been overwhelmed with messages to avoid COVID infection and less about how to live with a SARS-CoV-2 diagnosis. The images delivered through the internet, instant messaging, and social media from friends and families in Asia greatly influence Asian Americans in the United States. These Asian Americans, regardless of their acculturation levels, are very concerned about disclosing any flu-like symptoms to their Asian American networks in the United States, as their friends and family might suspect that they have COVID-19. During social gatherings, for example, these individuals are likely to say that they have cold, influenza or allergy symptoms instead of COVID. In addition, because of potential discrimination from their close-knit community, they may not seek COVID-19 testing. The situation becomes one of “don’t ask, don’t tell” and ends up potentially leading to the further spread of COVID-19 in such gatherings.

Some Asian Americans choose to disclose their COVID-19 diagnosis to the people they have been recently in contact with and advise them to get tested, as the U.S. CDC advises. Even after completing quarantine for 5 to 10 days per current CDC policy, they may experience more community discrimination than those who do not know their COVID-19 status, or do not disclose their COVID-19 diagnosis to their social network. Asian Americans with COVID-19 are asked to stay away from church or temple worship services even after they clear the virus and/or after the required quarantine period. For example, some Asian-American churches have formed a “caring team” to make sure all known church-goers whom have received a COVID-19 diagnosis do not mix with other members, so as to prevent further spread of the disease. Even after several months after a COVID-19 diagnosis, members of these churches are still checking whether the recovered members show up to services. If they do show up, they will be asked to leave and participate in the worship from Zoom or via live streaming. In smaller gatherings, when a child who has recovered from COVID is taken to private lessons within their community, parents need to request approval from the instructor’s family to attend the classes and masks will be donned upon the child’s arrival.

Taken together, these subtle microaggressions within Asian American communities negatively impact COVID-19 prevention, testing, treatment, disclosure and mental health. Since global COVID-19 policies impact the local practices in the United States, health departments in Asian American communities should focus on implementing updated regulations to combat COVID-19 but also educate Asian Americans that the chances of surviving a SARS-CoV-2 diagnosis have improved with both vaccination and the use of medications to treat it. Education campaigns targeting Asian American communities about the care of COVID-19 individuals is essential. In addition, health care providers and outreach workers should promote the normalcy of COVID-19 infections as the pandemic becomes endemic in the U.S.
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